Abstract. A membership service for a synchronous distributed computer system is described. The system is assumed to be composed of groups in which a relatively frequent message exchange occurs. A hierarchy of connected groups constitutes a connected network. The membership service protocol re ects this hierarchical structure. The protocol tolerates timing, omission and crash failures. Time-bounds are speci ed in which additions (removals) of processors to (from) the system are known to all participating processors.
Introduction
The construction of a service that determines the presence of correct processors in a distributed system, commonly known as the membership service, is regarded as a fundamental problem in distributed systems. Once solved, it allows the solution of many other problems based upon its availability. Three advantages of membership are: { (i) e ciency of the distributed system: instead of having applications check whether their communication partners are still active, a membership service solves this for all thus reducing the message overhead. { (ii) Bounded resource requirements: resources claimed by crashed processors can be released. the one proposed in EdL90]. However, the hierarchical nature of the network makes it possible not to rely on a reliable broadcast facility, but to exchange less messages by using only a reliable point-to-point service.
The requirements on the membership service are:
Validity Correct processors are not removed from the membership set by any correct processor.
Unanimity At the same local clock times, all correct processors consider the same set of processors correct.
Time bounds Processors which leave(join) the system at a time t are removed(added) from(to) the membership set of correct processors at a time t 0 l (t 0 j ) with t 0 l < t + D (t 0 j < t + J) for a known constant D(J). The paper is structured as follows. The system structure and failure hypotheses are described in section 2. In section 3 the algorithm is described. The proof of the algorithm and its performance characteristics are discussed in section 4 and 5 respectively. A more detailed discussion on algorithm, optimizations, proof, performance and failure hypotheses is presented in vdSCA93].
2 System model
Hardware
The distributed system consists of a number of processors, each with a globally unique identi er. The processors are interconnected by a network, which is the only means for them to exchange information. The network is assumed to be hierarchically structured: the processors are divided into groups, with the connection between groups being formed by so-called \connecting" processors. These are processors that belong to two groups. Messages that a processor sends to processors in other groups are sent via these connecting processors. In this way the groups are interconnected, forming a tree structure. We say that a group in the system is at level h if it is at level h in the corresponding tree (see Fig. 1 ).
System services
The protocol assumes the presence of three system services: { The clock synchronization service provides each processor i with a local time function C i , mapping the global time to the local time. The clocks on the processors are synchronized, such that the clocks of any pair of correct processors i; j di er by less than a constant : 8t jC i (t) ? C j (t)j < . { The datagram service allows processors to send point-to-point messages to any other processor in a communication group. This is assumed to be done reliably, i.e. messages are not lost or corrupted. A message is received by a correct destination if it is sent by a correct sender. A broadcast simulated with this service guarantees that if the sender is correct, the broadcast is received by all correct destinations (validity).
{ The broadcast service enables processors to transmit a message to every other processor in its group. The service guarantees that (i) broadcasts are received incorrupted either by all correct destinations, or by none at all (unanimity), and (ii) if the sender is correct, the broadcast is received by all correct destinations (validity) The clock synchronization is based on a protocol described in LM94]. The messages needed for the clock synchronization will be piggy-backed to the membership messages. The clock adjustments calculated for a given group are transported to the higher levels in the same way as the membership information is transported. At the highest level the new clock adjustments are calculated which are transported to the lower levels and applied at the same moment as the new membership vectors are installed.
Two protocols are presented. One relies on the presence of the broadcast service and the other only on the presence of the datagram service. Both communication services should also satisfy the requirement of timeliness. This means that if the sender and receiver of a message are correct, then there is a bounded transmission delay, as measured on the respective local clocks. In other words, if a datagram message is sent at time (on the sender's clock), then it is guaranteed to have been received by time + + (on the receiver's clock) for some constant . The bound on the delay for broadcast is de ned analogously, with constant 1 . The timeliness property, together with the clock synchronization, leads to bounded communication delays in real time between processors.
A reliable broadcast protocol can be realized in a group with the algorithm presented in Cri85] for point-to-point networks, in AvdS93] for communication via memory in in a multiprocessor and in Cri90] for communication via replicated broadcast networks.
Failure assumptions
The processors in the system are subject to crash, omission, input-omission, and timing failures. In case of a crash failure (or halting failure), a processor functions correctly according to the protocol it is executing, but at a certain time stops responding to any inputs. Henceforth, it does not give any outputs until it is restarted. When a timing failure occurs, the processor gives correct outputs, but the output is given at the wrong time, or not given at all. In case of an input omission the processor does not receive an arriving message.
A further assumption that we make is that in every group at least one connecting processor remains correct. If this last assumption is not met, the hierarchical structure may become disconnected, so that communication between some pairs of processors would be impossible.
We assume a bound f on the number of faulty processors in the system, i.e. at most f processors experience a failure. The requirement that only 1 connecting processor needs to be correct is supported by the protocol when less than half of the processors in a group fail. Consequently, the vote result of the correct processors can be transported to the higher levels. Thus, the smallest group in the system must contain at least 2f + 1 processors.
For the membership protocols presented in this paper, we are not concerned with failures of the network. These failures should be masked by the reliable datagram and broadcast services. In this section, the hierarchical processor membership algorithm is presented informally and by means of pseudo-code. After a few de nitions, the Departure detection, Join, and Update algorithms are presented. The departure detection algorithm of the hierarchical membership algorithm consists of an`upward' protocol, which gathers membership information of the total system, and a`downward' protocol, which distributes this information to all correctly functioning processors. The membership update protocol updates the local view of each (present or joining) processor. In Figures 2 and 3, timing diagrams are given for quick reference. In Fig. 2 , we assume an unanimous broadcast service, in Fig. 3 we assume a datagram service. All mentioned times and tasks will be described for the case that an unanimous broadcast is available. Afterwards, the modi cations required by the absence of the unanimous broadcast service will be presented.
De nitions
We assume the system consists of n processors, which are structured into a klevel hierarchy, with k > 1. The levels are numbered 1 through k, and we assume
Fig. 2. Timing diagram of the hierarchical membership protocol
Send_Extra_Broadcasts (2) Send_Extra_Broadcasts(ER-1) Fig. 3 . Timing diagram of a period j, without a broadcast service that level 1 is the bottom-level, whereas level i+1 is the level above level i. Consequently, level k is the top-level. The set of all processor identi ers is called PID. We will assume: PID = 1::n]. Within each level h, a number of #G h subnetworks (groups) are present, denoted G h;1 ; G h;2 ; :::; G h;#Gh . The number of processors of each group G h;m is denoted by jG h;m j. The majority of a group G h;m is given by h;m = d jGh;mj+1 2 e. Each group G h;m , with h 6 = k has a (nonempty) set of`connecting' processors P h;m . Each processor p 2 P h;m is a member of the same`higher level group' G h+1;n (for a certain n, 1 n #G h+1 ). Thus, the connecting processors are the connections between the levels. Analogously, we de ne the set S h;m as being the set of`special processors' of group G h;m . Special processors are connected to one or more`lower level groups' G h?1;n . Figure 1 visualizes this idea. The set GG h;m of all processors belonging to G h;m and connected to G h;m via its special processors and the branch B q of all processors connected to a given processor q 2 P h;m are recursively de ned as: B q = fpjp 2 GG h;m^q 2 P h;m g GG h;m = fpjp 2 G h;m _ (q 2 S h;m^p 2 B q )g
The membership algorithm is executed periodically by each processor with a cycle of length . The minimal size of is calculated later. Finally, the local view of each processor (i.e. the set of processor identi ers the processor assumes correct) is denoted by the variable MSHIP.
Departure Detection Algorithm
The messages sent via the broadcast service only reach the processors which belong to the same group G h;m . Consequently, information about the states of the process in a given group must be communicated to other groups via another broadcast from the connecting processors. A non-negligible delay exists between these two broadcasts. In this time interval, formerly correct processors may fail and incorrect processors may become correct. Formerly incorrect and now correct processors may have an incorrect view of the processor states in its group. The protocol should prevent that this incorrect information is distributed to the other processors. This requirement makes the membership algorithm at the group level di erent from the membership algorithm as proposed in Cri88]. Therefore, a connecting processor only considers other processors from its own group incorrect when a majority of the group members declares them incorrect.
Upward Protocol The upward protocol of the hierarchical membership algorithm is divided into three stages: the rst stage, called the Membership Set stage, is meant for giving a life sign. After enough time has passed for the correct processors to exchange the life signs, the second stage starts. In this stage (called Inform stage), each processor informs each other processor of its group about its view of all other processors of the group. After reception of the opinions of all correct processors, each processor of the group locally decides on the correctness of all other group members. Processors do so by executing the third stage; the Decision stage. Now these stages are discussed for a given group G h;m ; 1 h k; 1 m #G h , and for a given period j; j 0.
The membership set stage works as follows: when the local clock of a processor p reaches membership set time ST h (j), processor p sends a so called present' message to all group members, by means of the atomic broadcast service. This broadcast message contains the processor identi er p of the sending processor, and the value of the period-variable (j). If p 2 S h;m ; p also piggybacks to the`present' message a set (called newms), of processor identi ers. The contents of this set re ect the new membership of the lower-level groups, connected to G h;m via p. The following holds (for i 2 PID): i 2 newms `processor i is part of the new membership' The way set newms is updated will be described below. The membership set protocol is formalized in task 1. The token denotes concatenation. `processor p has received a`present' message from the processor corresponding with i during its receive window' In this de nition, we assume the presence of an implicit mapping of indices to PID. Note that all messages received outside the receive window are ignored (i.e. discarded) by p, and that when p has received a`present' message from a processor r which is not part of the current membership (r 6 2 MSHIP), then the join of r is detected by p. The processor join protocol will be described in true , processor i 1 has received a`present' msg from i 2 false , processor i 1 has not received a`present' msg from i 2 ? , processor p has not received a membership vector from i 1
We will not give the pseudo code of the receive task of the membership vectors because of the great similarity with the receive task of`present' messages (see task 2). { If nf:p:q h;m , then a majority has voted against q, so q can safely be rejected. Processor p rejects q by not adding q to newms. The decision is formalized in task 4. Note that after the decision stage, the set newms contains the new membership of the group G h;m . To transfer the new membership of all lower level groups, connected to G h;m , in task 2, each processor p 2 G h;m has initialized its set newms to the set of processors belonging to all subnetworks, connected to G h;m . This is the set (GG h;m n G h;m ) S h;m Then, p has intersected its own newms-set with each received newms 0 -set, i.e. newms := newms \ (nms (GG h;m n B id )), with id the sender of nms. As all processors (correct and faulty) can not reject a correct processor, this is a safe way of taking over the new membership of lower levels. After the decision stage, the set newms contains all correct processors in GG h;m and is ready to be piggybacked to the`present' message that the connecting processors p 0 will have to broadcast according to the membership set stage of the upward protocol of group G h+1;n , with p 0 2 G h+1;n .
Finally, consider level k. At local times IT k (j) + + " , each processor of group G k;1 has computed a fully updated set newms. This set re ects the new membership of the total system. Although all correct processors possess the same newms sets, faulty processors may possess di erent sets. At level k, not only the MV vectors but also the newms sets are exchanged as formalized in task 3. The receive task is modi ed at level k to count the number of times that a processor was not present in the transported newms set. The result is stored in the vector nf with length jGG k;1 j, meaning the following:
nf i] = l , processor i is l times not present in all received newms sets
The following decision is made by each processor p:
{ If nf q] k;1 , then at least one correct processor considers q faulty. Consequently, q is considered faulty by all correct processors and q can be safely removed.
{ If nf q] < k;1 , then p is faulty and q's state is unknown, or p is correct and q is correct. For safety, q is accepted as correct. In task 4 the newms sets are lled such that correct processors have the same view and incorrect processors have a view which is a superset of the view of the correct ones. At this point, the downward protocol starts.
Downward Protocol The downward protocol of the hierarchical membership algorithm is meant for distributing the value of the set newms of the special processors of group G k;1 at local times IT k (j) + + " to each processor not in group G k;1 . This we do as follows.
At local times DT h (j), with DT h (j) = IT k (j) + (k ? h) ( + " ), for 1 h < k, each connecting processor p of group G h;m sends its set newms to each member of the group, by means of the atomic broadcast service. Task 5 gives the corresponding pseudo code.
Thus, the corresponding receive window will be (DT h (j)?" ; DT h (j)+ +" ). Each processor initializes the set newms with the set of all connected processors. On reception of the set newms, each processor of the group G h;m intersects its local newms-set with the received newms-set. Note that also the special processors q 2 S h;m (if present) of the group do so. This way, they are ready to distribute the set within the lower level group they are connected to at local times DT h?1 (j). The collection of the new membership is given in task 6. In this section the modi cations to the former protocol are discussed when no unanimous broadcast service but a reliable datagram service is present. In the upward protocol the broadcast delay has to be replaced by jG h;m j . The protocol is optimized by sending messages only to the connecting processors in the inform stage. The fundamental change comes in the inform stage at level k. It is well possible that a failing processor sends its MV to only a part of all processors in G k;1 . It is then possible that unequal views are distributed down via the di erent special processors. During the upward protocol, the views propagated by the connecting processors may be di erent, with the restriction that correct processors are never excluded from a view. However, the downward protocol distributes equal views downwards. It is at the highest level in G k;1 that this is enforced. It turns out that this problem is an instance of the so called Uniform Agreement Problem HT93]. Uniformity means that even incorrect processors whenever they decide, take the same decision as the correct ones. One of the earliest publications about this problem is LSP82]. Moreover, in MT88], it has been proven that, if at most f processors of a system fail by crashing, then at least f + 1`broadcast rounds' are needed to achieve consensus among the correct processors. In our protocol, all correct processors agree on the same set of correct processors after f + 1 rounds. An extra broadcast round is needed to exchange the consistent newms set to render the agreement uniform. Incorrect processors then also agree on the presence of all correct processors. In our case, at least ER = f + 2 = jG k;1 j ? k;1 + 2 = k;1 + jG k;1 j mod2 broadcast rounds are needed after the rst round (broadcast of`present' messages). The upward protocol of group G k;1 now is as follows: After the three`regular' stages (broadcast`present' message, broadcast membership vector and decision stage) are executed, each processor p 2 G k;1 broadcasts its local newms-set ER? 1 times within group G k;1 , but ER ? 2 times intersects all received newms-sets with its own newms-set: Thus for period j, each processor p 2 G k;1 broadcasts at times BT 1 (j); BT 2 (j); :::; BT ER?1 (j) its newms-set within group G k;1 . With, The treatment of the last broadcast is the same as in the case of the Decide task at level k.
The sending of the extra broadcasts is shown in task 7. The corresponding receive procedure of the i th`e xtra' round (for i 2 1::ER?1]) is scheduled during time interval BT i (j) ? " ; BT i (j) + k + " ). This receive procedure is given in task 8. A global set PART is maintained such that messages of a once failing processor are not accepted in the following rounds. This prevents that messages refused by correct processors in an earlier round are accepted in the last round by only one correct processor. Then, at local time BT ER?2 (j)+ k +" , all correct processors have reached consensus about the new membership. At local time BT ER?1 (j) + k + " , the membership vectors are exchanged for the last time and the same decision procedure based on nf q] takes place. At that point, the downward protocol starts.
Processor Join Protocol
A processor q, joining a certain group G h;m , rst synchronizes its local clock. Suppose q's clock shows time T when it has completed this. We assume q knows (or is able to compute) time ST h (j) for which holds ST h (j ? 1) ? " T < ST h (j) ? " . Then, at membership set time ST h (j) of period j, processor q, just like any other processor of the group, broadcasts a`present' message within the group. Also, q executes the other stages of the upward protocol, so q schedules receive tasks to
